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FOREWORD

Founded in 1932, the Citizens Budget Commission (CBC) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan civic organization devoted to influencing constructive change in the finances and services of New York State and New York City governments. This report was prepared under the auspices of the CBC Port Authority Committee, which we co-chair. The other members of the committee are Eric Altman, Kenneth W. Bond, Robert L. Burch, IV; Vishaan Chakrabarti, Herman R. Charbonneau, David Dantzler, John P. Drohan III, Jake Elghanayan, William J. Gilbane, III; Martin Grant, Walter L. Harris, Peter C. Hein, David A. Javdan, Steven J. Kantor, Andrew H. Kimball, Anthony Mannarino, Robinson Markel, James S. Normile, Charles John O’Byrne, Steven M. Polan, Denise Richardson, Michael L. Ryan, Brian P. Sanvidge, Dominick M. Servedio, Timothy Sheehan, Richard L. Sigal, Emanuel Stern, Thomas R. Suozzi, Sonia Toledo, Claudia Wagner, Ronald G. Weiner, and Kenneth D. Gibbs, ex-officio.

CBC established this trustee research committee to study the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey’s (PANYNJ) budget processes, fiscal outlook, and long-term strategy. At the committee’s first meeting in February 2013, trustees analyzed each of PANYNJ’s major lines of business: air terminals, bridges and tunnels, the Port Authority Trans-Hudson (PATH) transit line, marine terminals, and commercial real estate. This analysis showed that while the agency does not always generate an annual profit, two of its business lines—air terminals and bridges and tunnels—yield significant annual operating surpluses. These surpluses are used to mitigate losses in other business lines.

The committee decided to concentrate further study in two areas: (1) Improving PANYNJ planning and budgeting procedures and (2) Identifying and advocating for policy changes to promote the fiscal viability of the PATH and the marine terminals business lines. The committee released a report on PATH, Financing PATH: Options for Deficit Reduction, in April 2014. This report examines marine terminals, known at the Port Authority as Port Commerce, and explores how best to mitigate annual losses.

Jamison Dague, Research Associate, prepared this report. Charles Brecher, Consulting Co-Research Director at CBC and Professor Emeritus at New York University’s Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, provided editorial guidance and supervision.

Port Authority staff was cooperative in providing historical context about maritime trade in the region, as well as information regarding the financial performance of Port Commerce. Port Authority staff members Robert Evans, Manager, Leasing and Property Development; Tom Hannan, Manager Functional Support; Titus Massey, Manager, Port Financial Services; Daniel Pastore, Principal Marketing Analyst; and John Sepe, Supervising Financial Analyst, supplied comments on draft reports. In addition Andrew Saporito, Deputy Director, Port Commerce, was helpful in providing information and coordinating the collection of data and insight from other members of the team. The willingness of these individuals to provide assistance does not necessarily mean they agree with the recommendations, but it does reflect their concern for the subject and generosity in sharing their expertise and time.

Steven M. Cohen, Co-Chair
Robert Lamb, Co-Chair
January 13, 2015
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes the fiscal condition and outlook at the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey's (PANYNJ) maritime ports, known as Port Commerce, and recommends strategies to place the business line on a course toward fiscal sustainability. It provides background information on the history of New York Harbor and the Port Authority's role in owning and managing marine terminals, describes Port Commerce's recent and projected financial performance, and recommends strategies to mitigate losses and improve the competitiveness of PANYNJ terminals.

Background

PANYNJ was created in 1921 to promote economic activity in the Port District including the bi-state harbor. Born from a debate over rail freight rates, the Port Authority planned to connect railroads terminating in northern New Jersey with major marine terminals in Manhattan and Brooklyn. The bi-state agency's freight mobility plan was blocked by opposition from private railroad operators; instead, PANYNJ began to study the possibility of building up then-underdeveloped maritime ports in New Jersey. In 1947 the Port Authority began leasing the City of Newark's seaport.

Over the next 40 years the Port Authority expanded its operations in New Jersey and took over multiple private and public facilities in New York. PANYNJ used the strengths of its New Jersey facilities—their relatively large size and proximity to road and rail connections—to support the containerization of cargo, a game-changing advancement in the efficiency of freight shipping.

Today Port Commerce consists of six marine terminals—Port Newark, Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal, and Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal in New Jersey and Brooklyn, Red Hook, and Howland Hook in New York. Port Commerce is the landlord for these facilities, leasing space to private terminal operators who account for the majority of cargo processed. Despite New York-New Jersey capturing the largest share of maritime cargo on the Eastern Seaboard, Port Commerce has consistently run deficits, requiring a subsidy from the Port Authority's other business lines.

The Problem: Persistent Deficits

While New York-New Jersey ports' share of maritime trade has decreased since 1982, the Port Authority still oversees the largest port on the Eastern Seaboard, one that is driven by the largest local consumer market in the United States. Nonetheless expected cargo growth will not lead to revenue growth sufficient to cover total expenses.

Based on the Port Authority's cargo growth projections, this analysis finds Port Commerce will continue to generate deficits, reaching $107 million in 2029. The underlying causes of these losses are the continued operation of underutilized, inefficient maritime facilities and limited growth in rental income from lease agreements with terminal operators.

The Solution: Near-term and Long-term Changes

Port Commerce deficits are small in the context of PANYNJ's total operations—2013’s loss of $82 million is less than 2 percent of the agency’s total revenue; however, their persistence ought to prompt consideration of policy alternatives. The business line can be more financially viable through two strategies. First, identify excess capacity at facilities with low productivity and convert them to higher uses. Second, increase potential revenue from terminal leases as they come up for renewal by supporting terminal operators in efforts to increase productivity through collective bargaining.

Short-term. Port Commerce has more than sufficient capacity to absorb future cargo growth. Two facilities—Brooklyn and Red Hook—are strong candidates for closure and repurposing. They
generated losses in 2013 of $205,718 per acre and $184,788 per acre, respectively; together they include only 5 percent of total Port Commerce acreage and account for a small share of total cargo.

Development uses—including but not limited to housing (market-rate and affordable), schools, commercial, and parks—may be preferable to continuing to devote this land to marine terminals. Other Brooklyn waterfront properties have been successfully repurposed and best practices may be helpful in creating a plan for Brooklyn and Red Hook. Projected annual savings by closing these facilities is $29 million by 2029, or 27 percent of the expected deficit; the Port Authority might also generate revenue through the sale of these properties.

While the closure of Brooklyn and Red Hook may move some trade to other facilities in New Jersey and Staten Island, South Brooklyn Marine Terminal, a City-owned site at 30th Street in Brooklyn, may be a more advantageous site for maritime trade in the future.

**Long-term.** Port Commerce is limited in how it may raise new revenue. Rent rates are set by long-term leases and cargo fees are dedicated to specific uses. Moreover, New York-New Jersey terminal operators run tight margins. Even if tenants earned higher-than-expected revenue, Port Commerce has no guarantee of extracting this during the next round of lease negotiations.

On the other hand, the Port Authority is not entirely a bystander. The agency can support changes in collective bargaining agreements between longshoremen and terminal operators to improve the port’s competitiveness by lowering the cost of shipping through New York-New Jersey. Two areas for improvement are: (1) lowering costs driven by staffing arrangements for groups of workers—known as “gangs”—that service ships and move cargo; and (2) lowering container royalties paid by shippers to the workers’ union to fund payments and benefits beyond those funded in their contracts.

Originally designed to organize groups of longshoremen needed to load and unload cargo, gangs are now assigned based on the number of ship-to-shore cranes operating. According to local collective bargaining agreements, each gang has 16 members. While only 10 gang members are working at any one time (the rest are “in relief”), the entire gang is paid the contracted wage. Reducing the total number of gang members to better utilize skilled workers could lower costs by up to 18 percent.

Container royalties, established to ease labor tensions as containers came to make up a larger share of all maritime cargo, are assessments paid by shippers to fund annual cash payments and to underwrite fringe benefit funds. Unlike other ports, New York-New Jersey also has a port-specific assessment for containers, diminishing regional competitiveness. While the container royalties are justified by longshoremen as compensation for lost job opportunities brought on by container shipping, most current longshoremen were not working when the assessment was first created in 1960. In 2013 carriers paid an estimated $354 million in container royalties for New York-New Jersey terminals. Elimination of the cash payments and port-specific assessments would lower costs by $300 million.

If these measures were implemented in future collective bargaining agreements, it is likely a large share of savings would be returned to longshoremen through increased wages or benefits. Remaining savings would be retained by terminal operators. Still, lowering total cost would enhance the port’s ability to garner a larger share of cargo, improving Port Commerce revenues and placing the business line in a more favorable position when renegotiating terminal leases at the time of their renewal.

**Conclusion**

Short-term and long-term actions to place Port Commerce on a course toward fiscal sustainability will require thoughtful and deliberate consideration. However, in order to realize the benefits of the recommendations, the Port Authority must begin to initiate these actions now. As the financial burden to support Port Commerce is reduced, net income generated by other PANYNJ business lines may be allocated to other needed investments in the region’s transportation infrastructure.
INTRODUCTION

This report analyzes the financial performance and outlook of the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey's (PANYNJ) maritime ports and makes recommendations for “righting the ship” by mitigating recurring annual losses. This goal is important because the maritime ports play a vital role in the region’s economy; because current losses are substantial, about $90 million annually; and because losses will persist absent policy changes.

The report is divided into four sections. The first provides historical background, explaining the role of the Port Authority and how its facilities fit in the broader scope of maritime activity in New York Harbor. The second describes the share of waterborne trade in the United States flowing through New York-New Jersey and identifies the reasons behind New York's success. The third presents the financial performance of PANYNJ’s Port Commerce business line and projects future losses if current arrangements are not changed.

The final section recommends strategies to improve financial performance:

- “Rightsize” port capacity by closing obsolete and underperforming facilities not needed to meet likely future demand, and
- Increasing revenue opportunities by supporting more competitive and productive terminal operations.
BACKGROUND

Since the arrival of Dutch colonists in the 1600s, New York Harbor has been considered one of the greatest natural harbors in the world. Its orientation to the Atlantic Ocean, Hudson River, and later the Erie Canal, enabled New York to become the United States’ busiest shipping hub; by 1851 New York moved more goods by water than Boston, Baltimore, and New Orleans combined.\(^1\) Today it remains one of the largest ports in the United States.

Although economically successful, port activities were decentralized and disorganized. Most piers, docks, and wharves were built and operated privately. Manufacturers crowded the waterfront to minimize the distance between production and transportation. Public docks in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and New Jersey municipalities were staffed with political supporters, many who drew salaries without working. In the mid-1800s Manhattan and Brooklyn combined had more than 200 piers radiating from their shores.\(^2\)

As part of a revised city charter, the City created the Department of Docks in 1870 to impose order on the harbor.\(^3\) The department’s comprehensive plan called for municipal construction and ownership of all new waterfront facilities, but a tepid commitment to the plan undermined the department’s ability to run an efficient, reliable port. By the 1920s commissioners would lament City facilities’ inadequacy as their development did not keep pace with commerce in the region.\(^4\) In spite of these inefficiencies, the industry continued to flourish, fed by high demand for New York exports abroad and foreign goods in the city.

The Impact of Railroads

The development of the region’s maritime ports was shaped by the advent of the railroad and subsequent creation of privately-owned but publicly-regulated railroad networks. Railroads enabled goods to move over land relatively quickly and cheaply, and proximity to rail connections became an important competitive feature of maritime ports.

Docks in Manhattan and Brooklyn were not well-served by rail connections. The Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) had terminals along the East River and Long Island Sound, but its lines carried freight to Long Island and New England, not to destinations west of the Hudson River. Manhattan’s Hudson River piers were served by the West Side Line of the New York Central Railroad, which ran along the eastern bank of the Hudson River but did not cross the river until it reached Albany.\(^5\) Railroads connecting the rest of the country terminated in northern New Jersey. In order to take advantage of these railroads, shippers using docks in Manhattan and Brooklyn relied on railroad-owned barges—called “lighters”—to ferry cargo across the harbor, a considerable logistical undertaking.\(^6\)

Limited freight rail service in New York could have shifted maritime activity to the New Jersey side of the Hudson, but federal regulations mitigated its impact. The Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) established freight rates, and for rail routes to and from both sides of the Hudson, ICC rates reflected the cost of barging the goods across New York Harbor. The common rate neutralized any price advantage to forgo barging by using a marine terminal on the New Jersey side of the Hudson River.

For many years New Jersey’s leaders were reluctant to seek a separate, lower rate. Because differential rates would increase the cost of shipping to New York, and because New Jersey’s maritime facilities were underdeveloped compared to New York’s, they feared shippers would bypass the region altogether, hurting both states. However, after decades of envying New York’s prosperous maritime trade, civic and business leaders in New Jersey sought a different deal. In 1916 the State of New Jersey petitioned the ICC for a lower freight rate for northern New Jersey.\(^7\)
The ICC rejected New Jersey’s case; instead, the commission urged leaders from both states to collaborate to remedy the region’s freight mobility limitations. This cooperation counseled by the ICC was a major factor leading to the creation in 1921 of what is now the Port Authority. PANYNJ’s initial charge was not to control marine terminals or manage the existing system. Rather, the Authority sought the efficient movement of freight across the harbor.

The Authority’s leadership approached the railroad problem with a railroad solution. PANYNJ’s comprehensive plan included a network of beltways, spurs, and cross-harbor tunnels shared by all carriers. The plan appealed to Trenton and to Albany but failed to gain the support of the railroads. According to the railroads surrendering operation to a central coordinator—a primary tenet of PANYNJ’s plan—“undermined pressures for efficient delivery which were an important part of industry’s vitality.” Unable to stitch together a coordinated cross-harbor freight system without the cooperation of private railroads, the Port Authority shifted its attention to the construction of trans-Hudson motor vehicle tunnels and bridges.

While the Authority’s comprehensive rail plan did not survive, portions, particularly the cross-harbor rail connections, have captured the imaginations of policymakers for more than 90 years. The City of New York attempted to connect Brooklyn and Staten Island with a 10-mile tunnel underneath the Narrows in the 1920s. The City spent millions excavating shafts at either end of the tunnel in 1925, but the project lost momentum after its political champion, Mayor John Hylan, lost his bid for reelection. Rail tunnels returned to vogue in the 1980s after the only freight railroad span of the Hudson River south of Albany, the Poughkeepsie Bridge, closed in 1979. This forced freight trains to travel 132 miles north of New York City to cross the Hudson.

Then state legislator Jerry Nadler proposed a New York Harbor rail tunnel to avoid this detour and better connect Brooklyn’s waterfront to the rest of the port’s rail network. The latest iteration of this effort has been released in the form of a draft environmental statement by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and PANYNJ. The study examines 10 alternatives for improving the movement of freight across the harbor. The least expensive rail tunnel alternative is expected to cost $7 billion in 2012 dollars and require 10 years to complete. Such a tunnel would divert 8.1 million tons per year from Hudson crossings. Assuming all diverted traffic by weight goes by rail, the tunnel will move 221 rail cars per day, requiring more than $4,500 per car to cover the tunnel’s debt service. The plan will be discussed in public meetings before the Port Authority and FHWA identify alternatives for further study in summer 2015.

**The Port Authority and Marine Terminals**

As previously noted, PANYNJ was not created with the intention of operating marine terminals. Rather, the Port Authority’s entry into the marine terminal business has largely been a story of takeovers of failing operations and a buildup of more successful operations at new sites in New Jersey. The Port Authority crafted and abandoned plans for facilities in Hoboken and Jersey City in New Jersey and Jamaica Bay in Brooklyn during the 1920s and 1930s; however, the agency’s first foray in marine terminals began in 1944 when the State of New York asked the Authority to assume control of a grain terminal and adjoining pier near the Gowanus Canal. The dilapidated facility was bleeding cash, but leaders at the Authority were confident they could salvage the operation and prove the agency’s competence as a maritime terminal operator. Within a year, PANYNJ operated the facility at a profit.

At the same time Port Authority officials began making overtures to cities across the Port District to take over public seaports, meeting little enthusiasm. Municipalities were unwilling to cede control of their ports, which remained a source of civic pride—and perhaps more importantly—hundreds of
patronage positions. Years of poor management left most of these facilities in dire need of physical and managerial overhaul. Business leaders sensed New Jersey’s underperforming public docks were hurting the region’s competitiveness, and they lobbied the Port Authority to intervene. Resulting studies showed the costs to modernize the terminals dwarfed the sums available to municipalities, and pressure mounted on local officials to surrender control of the waterfront. In 1947 Newark became the first city to lease its seaport to PANYNJ. In exchange, the Port Authority promised to refurbish the facility and attract new business to the western shore of New York Harbor.\textsuperscript{15}

**Port Authority Excluded From New York City’s Docks**

In 1948, after studying the City of New York’s maritime portfolio, the Port Authority offered to pay $5 million per year in rent and spend more than $100 million on new berths and a produce terminal, in exchange for control of City docks. The City, smarting from losing control of its airports in 1947 and reinforced by labor leaders fearing the docks’ closure, rejected the proposal. PANYNJ ended negotiations after the City turned down a revised offer in 1949.\textsuperscript{16}

Instead, in 1955 the Authority purchased two miles of privately-owned waterfront in Brooklyn. Stretching from the Brooklyn Bridge to the Atlantic Basin, these facilities were the antecedents of the maritime facilities now called “Brooklyn” and “Red Hook.” During the late 1950s the Port Authority replaced 27 obsolete piers with 12 modern piers. The upgrades partly balanced the Authority’s investments in New Jersey and were designed to recover the cost of acquisition; however, unlike Newark, the facilities in Brooklyn were never expected to gain a significant share of port traffic, especially as a fundamental shift in trade lured shipping lines to New Jersey. Container shipping was the future, and the Authority was pouring millions into its New Jersey facilities to meet its demands.\textsuperscript{17}

The City’s decision to retain control of its docks created challenges and opportunities as the competitive advantage of these facilities declined. Limited road and rail connectivity and lack of available space inland to handle the emerging containerization of freight made Manhattan piers essentially obsolete and left Brooklyn piers with limited traffic.

Dilapidated piers plagued the New York side of the harbor for years as new uses emerged slowly. Construction of the World Trade Center created a landfill, replacing lower Manhattan west side piers with the Battery Park City development. On the East River, piers were converted to retail use with the creation—and current rebuilding—of the South Street Seaport. Chelsea Piers was converted for recreational use, and new uses are still being developed for the stretch of waterfront now known as Hudson River Park. In Brooklyn, some piers have become Brooklyn Bridge Park, and the former Brooklyn Navy Yard has been developed for commercial tenants by a municipal authority. The City’s remaining maritime facilities include passenger cruise ship terminals in western Manhattan and Brooklyn at Pier 12—leased from the Port Authority—ferry terminals, and transfer stations for exporting trash via barge.

The City’s remaining freight facility is the South Brooklyn Marine Terminal (SBMT), a waterfront property on Second Avenue between 29th Street and 39th Street in Sunset Park. The approximately 88-acre terminal was originally modernized by the City in the 1960s to compete with Port Authority facilities in New Jersey and handled a variety of containerized and non-containerized cargos. SBMT closed in the 1980s and was converted to a tow-pound facility for the police department. Today, New York City Economic Development Corporation (EDC) has reactivated SBMT, offering a rail connection along First Avenue in Sunset Park that connects the terminal with Long Island via the New York Atlantic’s Bay Ridge Line—a freight railroad operating on LIRR track—and New England via the CSX service. The facility has the capability to process breakbulk cargo but is no longer a container port. While a recycling center currently operates, an auto processor tenant has left the terminal.
Container Shipping and the Rise of New Jersey Ports

The factors behind the decline of New York’s docks were also responsible for the growth of New Jersey’s port facilities. Port Newark, on the brink of disintegration before the Port Authority takeover, received $11 million for dredging and wharf reconstruction from 1948 to 1952. Port Newark’s reconstruction and additional Port Authority investment convinced several major steamship lines to move from Brooklyn to Newark. In 1953 Malcom McLean, visionary of container shipping, agreed to rent waterfront space at Port Newark. From there McLean Trucking would conduct its experiment of moving goods by ship in sealed containers.

At its inception containerization included the movement of truck trailers aboard ships. Freight could be picked up by trucks at port in order to reach its final destination. This system limited the time and labor needed to stow and unload cargo from a ship, but required larger marshaling areas. Port Newark, with its large area and proximity to the New Jersey Turnpike, was a more favorable location for McLean than New York’s cramped facilities. As shippers eventually agreed on a standard size and shape, containers could be loaded, unloaded, stacked, and transported efficiently, switching between ships or trains with limited interruption. Leaders at PANYNJ anticipated containerization as the future of shipping, and invested accordingly. By 1955 PANYNJ announced it would expand facilities on Newark Bay, using dredged materials to create Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal. The facility opened in 1962 as the first port in the United States built specifically to support container operations.

PANYNJ facilities in New Jersey were not the only marine terminals serving containerships. While space constraints restricted the growth of container shipping in Manhattan and Brooklyn, American Export Lines built a container port in the 1970s on City-owned land on the northwestern shore of Staten Island known as Howland Hook. The facility changed hands before experiencing financial difficulties in the mid-1980s. The next year PANYNJ began leasing the site from the City.

In 1979 as part of a joint venture with the City and New York State, PANYNJ submitted plans to the Federal Maritime Commission to open a container terminal on the site of its Brooklyn facility. The 66-acre facility, called Red Hook, opened in 1981 and was expanded, beginning in 1982, reaching 80 acres by the mid-1980s. Today, Red Hook operates six container cranes and moved an estimated 50,000 containers per year in 2013, less than 2 percent of the Port’s total.

PANYNJ further expanded its holdings in New Jersey by purchasing parcels in the Port Jersey Industrial and Marine Center in Jersey City during the late 1980s. By 1989 PANYNJ had completed Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal, an automobile import and export terminal. With the exception of a small area reserved for BMW’s import operation, the facility has since been converted to a container terminal. In 2010 the agency purchased an adjacent portion of the former Military Ocean Terminal at Bayonne (MOTBY) from the Bayonne Local Redevelopment Authority (BLRA), which was later folded into the City of Bayonne. While the sale has come under scrutiny as payments have been used by the City of Bayonne to supplement its operating budget, the peninsula is available for further development by PANYNJ.

Port Commerce Today

Today Port Commerce consists of eight assets. Six are maritime ports; three in New Jersey—Port Newark, Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal, and Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal—and three in New York—Brooklyn, Red Hook, and Howland Hook. While most of the maritime trade at Port Authority facilities is conducted by private terminal operators who lease space, PANYNJ operates public berths at Port Newark and Red Hook. Revenue generated from operating public
berths accounts for a small share of total revenue—estimated to be 5 percent in 2014. As container terminal operators have grown, PANYNJ has repurposed facility acreage once dedicated to public operations, warehousing, distribution, and other uses to container terminals.\textsuperscript{25}

The other two Port Commerce assets are New York New Jersey Rail LLC (NYNJR) and Greenville Yard. NYNJR is a cross-harbor railcar float system, moving train cars by barge between Greenville Yard—a rail yard adjacent to Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal—and 65th Street in Brooklyn.\textsuperscript{26}

The Authority is not the only landlord in the port. The City of New York still owns a 20-acre portion of the Red Hook facility, as well as Howland Hook, leasing both to PANYNJ. The City also owns the SBMT, operating it through the EDC, and the Brooklyn Army Terminal and 65th Street Yard where NYNJR railcar floats terminate.\textsuperscript{27}

Other non-PANYNJ maritime terminals serve the port district, processing domestic bulk and breakbulk cargos. These private facilities typically specialize in a single cargo or type of cargo, particularly petroleum. An estimated 71 million tons of bulk and breakbulk cargo entered or exited the port through more than 150 private terminals in 2013, while Port Authority facilities processed 3.7 million tons, or 5 percent of total bulk cargo by weight.\textsuperscript{28}

Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of the major maritime facilities in the port region. PANYNJ facilities are green icons and SBMT is the orange icon. The figure also includes ExpressRail connections at Port Authority maritime facilities and their integration with the region’s major freight rail connections, as well as the rail car float system operated by NYNJR. ExpressRail facilities are owned and operated by the Port Authority to move containers by rail. An ExpressRail facility is currently under development to serve Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal as part of the Greenville Yard project included in PANYNJ’s 2014-2023 Capital Plan.

Port Newark, Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal, Howland Hook, and Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal are located on the western shore of New York Harbor, with Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal, and the adjacent Greenville Yard, located on Upper New York Bay and the others on Newark Bay. Reaching the facilities on Newark Bay requires ships to move through the Kill van Kull and beneath the Bayonne Bridge. Red Hook and Brooklyn are on the eastern shore of the harbor on the Buttermilk Channel opposite Governor’s Island. SBMT is south of Brooklyn and Red Hook and to the west of Sunset Park. NYNJR’s connection is at 65th Street.
Figure 1: Port of New York and New Jersey Maritime Facilities With Railroad Connections, 2014

TRADE AND THE PORT OF NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY

Despite cyclical variations, trade activity at Port Commerce facilities has grown since the 1960s. In 1960 the port processed 7.5 million metric tons of general cargo; by 1987 general cargo reached 19 million metric tons, an average annual growth rate of 3.5 percent. In 1988 the Port Authority began reporting imported and exported general cargo only. Since then volume has increased from 12.3 million metric tons to 34.2 million metric tons in 2013, an average annual increase of 4.2 percent.29 (See Figure 2.)

As shippers increasingly turn to containers, and as the Port Authority actively competes with other container ports in the United States, growth since 1980 is better measured by the number of containers, or 20-foot equivalents (TEUs) moving through the port.30 In 1980 PANYNJ and its tenants processed 1.9 million TEUs in container cargo; by 2013 they processed 5.5 million TEUs, an average annual growth of 3.1 percent.31 (See Figure 3.)

Even as PANYNJ tenants have processed more containers, the port’s total share of U.S. container traffic has decreased. In 1980 PANYNJ and its tenants accounted for 23.1 percent of U.S. container traffic; by 1998 that figure had fallen to 9.4 percent. Since 1998 the port has partially recovered this share. In 2013 PANYNJ and its tenants accounted for 13.9 percent of all U.S. container trade.32

Whether focusing on all general cargo or containers, two fundamental trends underlie the long-term growth in maritime trade in the port. First, waterborne trade has grown steadily over time, with rapid growth from 1999 to 2007. Second, Port Commerce facilities have sustained competitive advantages enabling them to keep growing trade volume; however as other ports have embraced containerization, New York-New Jersey has seen its share of total trade shrink.
Competition Between Coasts

One critical dimension of the competition for maritime activity is the division of trade among the three major coasts of the United States: East Coast, West Coast, and Gulf Coast. In 1980 East Coast ports accounted for 52 percent of the nation’s container trade, and the West Coast only 42 percent. By 2013 West Coast ports had surpassed East Coast ports, accounting for 52 percent of all container trade in the United States versus the East Coast’s 41 percent. This trend appears to be reversing since 2005. Since then, East Coast ports have increased their share slightly from 40 percent to 41 percent. Much of the West Coast activity is concentrated in the two largest container ports in the United States—Los Angeles and Long Beach. These two ports, adjacent to one another and well-connected to rail routes, moved 14.6 million TEUs in 2013, or 63 percent of the West Coast total and 33 percent of the U.S. total.

Growth in container trade at West Coast ports has been driven by imports from Asia. In 2013 the Pacific Rim—which includes countries more oriented toward the West Coast—accounted for 65 percent of all U.S. container imports. China alone accounts for more than 48 percent of all imported containers. Imports from Asia can reach the cities on and near the West Coast and many mid-American markets most efficiently from West Coast ports; however, Asian goods bound for East Coast markets still may reach their destination most efficiently using an East Coast port via the Panama Canal.

Competition Among East Coast Ports

Since the 19th century New York-New Jersey has been the East Coast’s dominant port. Its competitive advantages include proximity to a large, wealthy consumer market; robust rail service from Norfolk Southern and CSX; and accessibility to concentrations of export goods producers. Moreover, the port is geographically closer to major northern European ports such as Rotterdam, Hamburg, and Antwerp than its competitors to the south. This synergy fueled the port’s growth through the 1950s; however, as demographics changed and containerization altered the freight transportation paradigm, other ports along the East Coast began attracting trade at New York’s expense. (See Figure 5.)
Other studies and this analysis consider New York-New Jersey to have four East Coast competitors: Savannah, Norfolk, Charleston, and Baltimore. Together with New York-New Jersey, they represented 71 percent of all container trade on the East Coast in 2013. From 1980 to 2000, New York-New Jersey increased its total volume, but saw smaller shares of the East Coast total. Since 2000 New York-New Jersey has begun to win back its share of the market, largely on the strength of its local regional consumer market. According to PANYNJ officials, 85 percent of cargo leaving the port goes by truck, suggesting it is headed to nearby markets, and not destinations further inland better reached by rail.

While demographics play a key role in the port’s competitiveness, other features of the port including capacity and efficiency are also important. Improving these features requires cooperation between PANYNJ and terminal operators. As landlord, the Authority works with tenants—private terminal operators—to operate the port. Under this arrangement PANYNJ shapes the size of the port and the ability of ships, trains, and trucks to reach the terminals, but private terminal operators must be relied on to operate efficiently. They provide and maintain equipment to facilitate the movement of containers including ship-to-shore cranes and vehicles or gantries designed to move cargo across the terminal. Terminal operators, through their trade association, also negotiate collective bargaining agreements with skilled laborers needed to operate the port.

Table 1 compares selected features of New York-New Jersey and its East Coast competitors. Channel depth restricts the size of ships reaching a port. Norfolk and Baltimore already have sufficient depth to serve the largest ships in use; Charleston and Savannah both require dredging programs to accommodate these ships. Baltimore is further encumbered by its location, which is farther from open water than its competitors. PANYNJ is completing a dredging program to bring channel depth to 50 feet for all facilities on the western side of New York Harbor. Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal, Port Newark, and Howland Hook will not be able to serve the largest ships in the worldwide fleet until air draft restrictions are lifted by raising the road deck of the Bayonne Bridge; however, Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal sits outside this impediment and may service these large ships right now. The current 151-foot air draft restriction will be removed by summer 2016.

In terms of size and capacity, New York-New Jersey is the largest East Coast container port. Its terminals have the largest aggregate terminal area with 1,455 acres compared to 1,400 acres at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Characteristics of Selected East Coast Ports, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel Depth</strong> (feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York-New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NM: Not Measured

* Over half of Baltimore’s berthage includes finger piers at North Locust Point Marine Terminal, which have depth restrictions of 34 feet. At this depth, those piers are limited to serving second generation, cellular containerships, which were most commonly built during the 1970s. Container berthage for Dundalk terminal estimated to be 8,400 feet.

second place Savannah.\textsuperscript{39} New York-New Jersey terminals have 27,420 feet of berth length, a measure that relates to the size and number of ships that may call at any one time, versus 18,222 feet at second place Baltimore. Savannah is also second to New York-New Jersey in the number of cranes, 61 versus 29.\textsuperscript{40}

In an attempt to quantify a terminal’s ability to move cargo, the \textit{Journal of Commerce} has rated various terminals around the world by berth productivity. This rating measures the average number of containers moved on or off a vessel in an hour. New York-New Jersey was rated as having a berth productivity of 78. Under this measure, PANYNJ facilities ranked first among East Coast competitors and fifth among all North and South American ports behind Balboa, Panama; Long Beach; Los Angeles; and Lazaro Cardenas, Mexico. It should be noted this is not necessarily a measure of efficiency; a terminal may increase its berth productivity by employing additional labor and capital to move cargo, even if doing so is less cost-efficient.\textsuperscript{41}

Another measure of container port productivity examines the number of moves an individual crane makes in an hour. This measures efficiency by controlling for the number of cranes working on a vessel. In this measure, Charleston and Savannah, whose crane productivities are 40 and 37, represent the highest productivity on the East Coast.\textsuperscript{42} The latest publicly available data on crane productivities at Baltimore and Norfolk show that these ports range between 32 and 35 moves per hour.\textsuperscript{43} PANYNJ facilities do not publicly share their crane productivities; however, current collective bargaining agreements signed in 2013 mandate a minimum of 30 crane moves per hour, increasing by at least one move per hour per year through the end of the agreement in 2018.\textsuperscript{44} This measure is a guideline; operators lack a mechanism for ensuring this productivity level is being met.

**Investments to Enhance Competitiveness**

In order to remain competitive PANYNJ is investing in its facilities. The 2014-2023 PANYNJ capital plan commits $2.8 billion for projects affecting Port Commerce, of which nearly $2.1 billion is scheduled for the first five years. (See Figure 6.) The investments focus on three areas:

- Enabling the port to accommodate the largest ships in the worldwide fleet;
- Improving road and rail access to terminals; and
- Enhancing resiliency in response to events like Superstorm Sandy in 2012.

**Making Way for Larger Ships.** PANYNJ is readying the port for a new generation of large cargo ships in two ways. First, with assistance from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Authority has deepened the channels serving its facilities, allowing larger vessels, which are more efficient movers of cargo, to access the port. This project will end in spring 2015, when all channels are expected to have depths of at least 50 feet.\textsuperscript{45}

Second, PANYNJ is raising the road deck of the Bayonne Bridge so larger ships laden with containers may pass beneath it. The Bayonne Bridge Navigational Clearance Program (BBNCP) will replace and raise the existing main span deck and both approaches to the bridge. As of 2013 PANYNJ had spent $105 million on the project, and it has authorized $1.3 billion for the project. BBNCP’s estimated completion date is 2017, but the air draft restriction will be removed by summer 2016.\textsuperscript{46}

**Improved Inland Access.** Port Commerce will also spend more than $320 million over the next five years to improve rail and road access to terminals. One project creates new rail access at Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal via Greenville Yard. It is expected to cost $356 million, $320 million
of which will be paid by the Authority with the balance funded by other stakeholders. Other related projects include $259 million for roadway improvements—$52 million over the first five years—to ease congestion for trucks using Port Commerce facilities.

**Storm Repair and Resiliency.** Flooding and wind from Superstorm Sandy closed the port’s marine terminals for several days. While the damage was not extensive, the capital plan includes nearly $100 million for related work. Much of the money is being used to raise electrical systems above flood lines so that port systems, rail signals, and traffic lights will maintain power in the event of future flooding. The Port Authority expects most of the costs associated with these projects to be funded with insurance proceeds and federal grants.
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AND OUTLOOK

Two points emerge from an analysis of Port Commerce’s finances. First, since the Authority began publishing the financial performance of individual business lines and facilities in 1992, Port Commerce has incurred a deficit every year. Second, based on reasonable assumptions about trends in trade, the outlook for Port Commerce is an enduring deficit. This means that port activity has been and will continue to be subsidized by other PANYNJ activities unless changes are identified and implemented.

Recent Financial Performance

Table 2 summarizes the financial performance of Port Commerce over the past decade. Annual deficits have ranged from $11 million to $128 million or as low as 4 percent and as high as 39 percent of total expenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Port Commerce Statement of Revenue and Expense, 2004 to 2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(dollars in millions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Expense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital-Related Expense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Expense, net</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deficit as Share of Total Expense</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Grants are for operating activities, including security programs and come from the federal government and the New York State Office of Homeland Security. Grants for 2013 include reimbursement from the federal government for Superstorm Sandy clean up.


Revenues. As previously noted, PANYNJ primarily serves as a landlord of its Port Commerce facilities, renting to terminal operators, warehouses, and other firms. Rent from tenants accounts for most operating revenue. For private terminal operators rent is both fixed and variable, variable rent being a function of throughput. For 2014 Port Commerce expects 67 percent of all revenue to come from fixed rent and 21 percent of revenue to come from percentage rent.

A second and smaller source of operating revenue—12 percent of the projected total for 2014—consists of fees charged by the Port Authority to shippers using the port. Until 2011 these fees were split between an intermodal lift fee charged for containers loaded onto rail cars and a volume-
based fee paid by container terminal operators to the Port Authority to defray costs associated with integration and regular updating of port databases. In 2011 these fees were replaced with a single Cargo Facility Charge (CFC) of $4.95 per TEU.

Port Commerce also earns revenue from operating public berths, open to all ships, collecting fees for berthing, loading, unloading, and storing cargo. These components, as well as other miscellaneous fees, are expected to account for 6 percent of all revenue in 2014.

Given the rent structure, revenue tends to track with trade volume. Operating revenue rose significantly in 2007, an unusual year both because of the volume increase and one-time payments totaling $48 million to PANYNJ in connection with tenant ownership changes at Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal. Operating revenue fell 15 percent in 2008, mostly due to absence of these one-time payments; however, a recession slowed international trade as well, as operational revenues only increased 6.5 percent as opposed to 10 percent the previous year. Since 2008 operating revenue has grown at an average annual rate of 5.5 percent reaching $263 million in 2013.

A much smaller component of total revenue consists of operating grants from both states and the federal government. Over the studied period, grants accounted for as much as $12 million in 2002 and as little as less than $1 million in 2008. In 2013 Port Commerce facilities received $11 million in operating-related grants owing to increased federal funds in response to Superstorm Sandy.

Expenses. Port Commerce expenses include operating expense and capital-related expense—depreciation and interest on long-term debt. Operating expense includes security, maintenance, marketing, and management services as well as rent to the City of New York and the City of Newark. In addition the Port Authority allocates a portion of its centralized headquarters expense to each business line. According to the 2014 Budget, the 2013 estimate for these centralized costs was $15 million or 8 percent of Port Commerce’s 2013 operating expense.

Higher one-time operating expense in 2008 included the cost of dredging in New York Harbor; however, operating expense increased significantly in 2010 after the Port Authority’s purchase of MOTBY. The $22 million increase in operating expense in 2011 includes a $12 million increase in contract service costs owing to new terminal operating agreements at Port Newark and Red Hook. In 2012 operating expense increased $5 million as Port Commerce increased contract service costs again, this time $26 million for operating agreements at Brooklyn and Port Newark. Partially offsetting this increase were lower costs due to milder winter weather and a $13 million decrease in bad debt expense.

Operating expense decreased $14 million in 2013 partially due to the Authority’s completed commitments at divested facilities in Brooklyn.

Depreciation increased from $74 million in 2004 to $100 million in 2005 owing to the accelerated retirement of investments at Red Hook and Brooklyn in anticipation of their transfer to the Brooklyn Bridge Park Development Corporation. Since 2008 depreciation has grown at a slower average annual rate of 3.9 percent. Growth in depreciation reflects increased investment at Port Newark and Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal above historical levels.

Net interest expense includes financial income. According to the Consolidated Bond Resolution, net revenues generated by all business lines are used to pay debt service on consolidated bonds. Interest expense and financial income are allocated to all facilities on the basis of unamortized investment in use—that is, completed construction less accumulated depreciation. For this reason, trends behind interest expense changes are a product of change in interest expense, financial income, and changes to the basis of allocation, and thus are difficult to pinpoint. For example interest expense for Port Commerce doubled in 2008; however, this was driven by a 109 percent decrease in financial income from the previous year. Interest on bonds has increased each year for the period studied with the exceptions of 2007 and 2010.
Variability by Facility. Although Port Commerce loses money, this is not the case for each facility. (See Table 3.) Most notably, Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal is a profitable operation with a net profit in 2013 of about $16 million or $12,798 per acre. The losses per acre at the other facilities ranged from $32,680 at Port Newark to $205,718 at Brooklyn.

Revenue. As previously discussed, Port Commerce revenue is a function of fixed rent, variable rent and CFCs based on throughput, as well as other revenue. Leases with terminal operators provide for fixed rent growth of 2 percent compounded annually, a rate applied to total fixed rent in the projections. 67 Volume at the facilities is projected to grow 4.1 percent annually. 68 Variable rent grows faster than overall volume due to the two-tiered rate system; in addition, leases include triennial increases in variable rates. Accordingly, the projections assume variable rent will grow 4.5 percent annually, with additional increases of 5 percent in 2016, 2019, 2022, 2025, and 2028 to reflect rate increases. 69 This yields variable rent average annual increases over the period of 6.1 percent. The analysis also assumes the CFC will remain at the current rate and that revenue from the CFC will grow 4.1 percent annually due to volume increases.
This analysis uses Port Commerce’s projections for other revenue. This includes dockage, wharfage, and miscellaneous charges the business line levies. While dockage and wharfage are expected to grow 6.2 percent annually over the period, miscellaneous charges are expected to increase significantly from $14.2 million in 2014 to $30.4 million in 2020. For the years 2021 through 2023 the agency expects this segment to grow between 1 and 2 percent. For this analysis, this segment is projected to grow 1.5 percent annually for years 2024 through 2029. In total, these assumptions lead to average total revenue growth of 3.4 percent annually.

**Expense.** Operating expense and capital-related expense are projected separately. For operating expense, past trends are not reliable indicators. From 2004 to 2013 Port Commerce operating expense grew at an average annual rate of 6.2 percent; however, this includes several substantial, one-time expenses for the purchase of MOTBY and higher spending associated with terminal operating agreements. For this reason, it is more realistic to use the 2014 budgeted amount as a base, and project growth at a lower annual average of 3.5 percent.

Interest and depreciation expense projections are based on 2014 budgeted levels with additions for planned spending under the 2014-2023 capital plan. For the years beyond the current capital plan, from 2024 to 2029, this analysis assumes annual capital spending is held flat at the planned 2023 level. Interest expense associated with the Bayonne Bridge is allocated to Port Commerce, as opposed to Tunnels, Bridges, and Terminals (TB&T), because the project primarily benefits maritime tenants; however, depreciation of the investment is still allocated to TB&T. Port Commerce’s budgeted depreciation for 2014 is $86 million; added depreciation due to the capital plan assumes commitments are completed in stages over seven years. Capital will depreciate the year following its completion on a straight-line basis over 30 years with no salvage value. Port Commerce’s budgeted interest expense for 2014 is $77 million. Added interest expense from the 2014-2023 capital plan assumes 40 percent of capital spending is funded by debt. Debt is issued over seven years beginning from the date of the capital commitment. All new debt is bonded with 30-year terms and a 4.5 percent interest rate. The combined effect of the capital-related assumptions is that this spending grows at an annual average rate of 2.7 percent.

The net result of the expense assumptions is that total expense increases at an average of 3.1 percent annually. Revenue growth (3.4 percent) exceeds expense growth (3.1 percent) due to some economies of scale; however, this projection is based on unimpeded growth in trade at a rate higher than the average growth rate since 1980. In 2029 the projected net annual loss is $107 million or 20 percent of expense, compared to $80 million or 24 percent of expense in 2014. Absent other changes, the size of the loss grows over the studied period despite anticipated growth in trade volume.

### Table 4: Port Commerce Projected Revenues and Expenses, 2014 to 2029

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2029</th>
<th>CAGR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td>$258</td>
<td>$429</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Rent</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable Rent</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFCs</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expense</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Expense</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital-Related Expense</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest Expense, net</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Income/(Loss)</td>
<td>($80)</td>
<td>($107)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CAGR: Compound Annual Growth Rate

POLICY OPTIONS

The Port Authority absorbs annual losses while East Coast competitors—notably Savannah and Charleston—generate net revenues. Though Port Commerce deficits are small in the context of PANYNJ total operations—2013’s loss of $82 million is less than 2 percent of the agency’s total revenue—their persistence ought to prompt consideration of policy alternatives.

Port Commerce can be more financially viable. One timely strategy involves identifying excess capacity at terminals with low productivity and converting them to more socially rewarding uses. A second long-term strategy supports the port’s competitiveness and strengthens the Port Authority’s bargaining position to improve income from terminal leases as they come up for renewal.

Neither strategy can be implemented quickly; however, neither should be postponed. Like turning a large ship, changing fiscal policies at Port Commerce will have to be done slowly and thoughtfully.

Right Sizing Port Capacity

Capacity can be thought of in three dimensions: acreage capacity, berth capacity, and gate capacity. Acreage capacity gauges the amount of space a terminal has available to store and move cargo in and out of the facility. Berth capacity indicates how many vessels may call at one time, as well as the size of those vessels. Gate capacity refers to a terminal’s ability to serve land-side vehicles that move cargo to and from the terminal.

Acreage capacity is partially limited by the size of a terminal; however, it can also be expanded through the use of technologies that allow for denser alignment of containers. For example, terminals configured for the exclusive use of rail-mounted gantry cranes to move containers can typically service more than twice as many containers per acre than terminals configured for straddle carriers. If used efficiently, Port Authority facilities’ acreage can accommodate expected growth.

Berth capacity is limited by the shape of the terminal and its position on the waterfront, as well as the equipment used to move cargo to and from vessels. All container terminals at PANYNJ facilities have berth capacities to serve the largest ships in the worldwide fleet. Moreover, APM Terminal and Maher Terminal at Elizabeth-Port Authority Marine Terminal and Port Newark Container Terminal at Port Newark can serve multiple container ships simultaneously. Like acreage capacity, berth capacity is not a constraint on growth for Port Authority facilities.

Gate capacity measures a terminal’s ability to process cargo moving to and from the facility. This dimension of capacity is the most likely to limit the port’s growth in the future. For example, in 2013 the port experienced severe congestion stemming from computer systems failures, chassis availability, and bottlenecks at the gate. In response the Port Authority formed a task force to address congestion in the port. The Port Performance Task Force issued a report in June 2014 with recommendations to improve some of these factors and formed a Council on Port Performance to implement these recommendations.

Capacity to Absorb Future Growth. Considering these limitations PANYNJ still has capacity to handle additional cargo. Under current technological constraints Port Commerce terminals can process an estimated 6.5 million containers per year, or 4,500 containers per acre. This is more than twice the 2013 throughput of 3.2 million containers.

Many ports have even higher capacities. Terminals at the Port of Los Angeles have capacities as high as 7,000 containers per acre per year and ports in East Asia and South America have moved more...
than 8,000 containers per acre per year. The local nature of the New York-New Jersey market and associated reliance on trucks leads to more delays, which keeps its throughput capacity lower than other ports that move large shares of cargo by rail. Nevertheless, the port is finding ways to increase capacity. The recent expansion of Global Container Terminal at Port Jersey-Port Authority Marine Terminal to install semi-automated rail mounted gantries to shift containers for storage and delivery is one example. The $325 million project has doubled the terminal’s annual throughput capacity and increased the number of containers that can be moved from ship to shore by 48 percent. Furthermore, the Port Authority has committed to competing for more rail traffic by developing additional ExpressRail capacity and may be in a position to increase its share of rail cargo as more post-Panamex ships call at New York-New Jersey.

Assuming the port’s terminals can reach a capacity of 8,000 containers per acre per year by 2044—which would require an average annual increase of capacity of 2 percent—the facilities could accommodate more than 11.6 million containers by 2044. PANYNJ’s expected growth in volume is 4.1 percent annually. Even if such unimpeded long-term growth may be optimistic, 8,000 containers per acre per year would be sufficient to accommodate projected growth past 2044.

Given the port can realistically expect to handle additional throughput, PANYNJ can save money by repurposing its least productive port facilities. As shown in Table 3, the ports in New York are the least profitable. Brooklyn loses $205,718 per acre annually, Red Hook $184,788, and Howland Hook $96,830.

**Repurposing Brooklyn Facilities.** Brooklyn and Red Hook are strong candidates for closure and repurposing. Neither is vital to the port’s future; both could be closed with relatively little loss of capacity. Together in 2014 they account for only 5 percent of total Port Commerce acreage, and expansion is not realistic. Moreover, a portion of cargo entering the port through these facilities is barged across the harbor bound for warehouses in New Jersey or destinations west of the Hudson River. Brooklyn is home to a cruise terminal operated by the EDC, and the container terminal at Red Hook is operated as a PANYNJ public berth, with the day-to-day operations performed by contractors.

If Brooklyn and Red Hook were closed and the property made available for development, the amount of vacant land in New York City’s Community Board 6—including Red Hook, Gowanus, Carroll Gardens and portions of Cobble Hill and Park Slope—would increase more than 175 percent. Indeed it would increase vacant land in the Borough of Brooklyn by 10 percent. As property values increase in the surrounding neighborhoods, sale of this land could generate additional revenue for the Port Authority.

Development uses—including market-rate and affordable housing, commercial, parks, and public facilities such as schools—may be preferable to continuing to devote the land to marine terminals. Other Brooklyn waterfront properties have been repurposed successfully, and best practices may be helpful in rethinking Brooklyn and Red Hook. By inviting other stakeholders, public and private, to help craft a vision for use of the site, the Port Authority may divest itself of the facilities in a way that generates benefits for the agency and the region that far outweigh any associated costs.

**Housing.** Mayor Bill de Blasio has crafted a plan to address the City’s housing shortage. The Mayor hopes to encourage additional housing—market rate and affordable—and mixed-use development to help meet the goal of adding 80,000 affordable housing units on underused sites in the city. If Brooklyn and Red Hook were closed and an agreement reached to transfer ownership of the site to a developer, the city would gain 105 acres of available land.

Using recent housing development adjacent to Brooklyn Bridge as an example, rezoning all 105 acres
of the Port Commerce facilities would yield a significant number of housing units. Nearby parcels have been zoned as medium residential with floor area ratios (FAR) from 2.0 to 4.0. Conservative assumptions regarding the amount of buildable land—half of the 105 acres are buildable parcels—indicate these sites could yield between 3,811 and 7,623 housing units.  

**Commercial Development.** Commercial and light manufacturing operations may also make sense for the site. The Brooklyn Navy Yard Development Corporation’s success in northern Brooklyn indicates that reutilization as a modern industrial park may encourage new and relocating companies to choose Brooklyn when determining where to place their operations.

The Brooklyn Navy Yard’s development entity was formed in 1981 and the 300-acre site diversified its portfolio, moving away from maritime tenants to accommodate smaller industrial enterprises. Today the Brooklyn Navy Yard leases all but 1 percent of 280 acres of usable parcels. More than 330 businesses employ 7,000 people, more than 25 jobs per acre. A similar job per acre ratio at Port Authority facilities in Brooklyn would yield more than 2,500 jobs, more than three times the number of direct jobs the current facilities are estimated to support.

**Parks.** In the past, PANYNJ ceded former portions of the Brooklyn facility for the development of Brooklyn Bridge Park. By divesting the Brooklyn and Red Hook facilities, the park might be extended, or new parks built, adding to the community’s green space. Repurposing the site may also allow for enhancements of segments of the Brooklyn Waterfront Greenway already adjacent and on the Port Authority facilities’ premises. The site, which partially encircles Atlantic Basin, also lends itself for use in waterfront recreation as a marina.

Other public facilities such as schools, clinics, or community centers may also be explored for portions of the Red Hook and Brooklyn properties.

**Repurposing Howland Hook.** Howland Hook is not a clear-cut opportunity for repurposing; it makes up 10 percent of the port’s total acreage and has many undeveloped tracts of land adjacent to the facility. Unlike the two Brooklyn facilities, it has access to on-dock rail connections and is close to highways connecting to warehouses in New Jersey. A former petroleum distribution center adjacent the site is being considered for a warehouse and logistics center, a development that may boost the appeal of the facility.

Port Commerce officials also expect New York Container Terminal at Howland Hook to serve a greater number of smaller ships over the next decade. As the worldwide cargo fleet grows larger and as other terminals prioritize larger ships, smaller ships will either have to wait or find other berths to transfer cargos. New York Container Terminal may be well-suited to address this demand.

Howland Hook does not offer the same opportunities for recreation, residential, or mixed-use development as the Brooklyn facilities; however, other uses, not likely in Brooklyn, could be explored. The site is advantageous for a waste-to-energy power plant, a much needed capacity in the region. Howland Hook’s tenant has agreed to process sealed containers of garbage from the City of New York on barges, transferring them to trucks and railcars bound for waste-to-energy plants and landfills beginning in 2015. Building a waste-to-energy plant on the site can reduce the City’s garbage disposal expenses and generate renewable energy for the region while rightsizing the port.

**Estimated Savings.** While closing any port facility sacrifices revenue, the overall impact on Port Commerce’s financial statements would likely be beneficial due to even greater expense reductions. This analysis assumes closures would have three effects. First, closing each of these facilities forfeits the closed facilities’ fixed rent, but retains variable rent and CFC revenue—assumed to be 30 percent
of total revenue—due to movement of the activity to other Port Commerce facilities. This leads to lost revenue of $7 million annually in 2029 if the Brooklyn facilities are closed and $20 million annually in 2029 if Howland Hook is also closed. (See Table 5.)

Second, operating expense at each facility would be eliminated; the 2029 operating expense savings are expected to be $33 million for the Brooklyn facilities and $45 million for all New York facilities. This savings scenario assumes operating expenses grow at the baseline rate of 3.5 percent, although it is possible this growth may be slowed by reducing the number of facilities Port Commerce must manage as landlord. Third, the capital-related expense—depreciation and long-term interest—associated with the planned 2014-2023 capital expense at these facilities would be eliminated. This saves about $3 million annually in 2029 by repurposing the Brooklyn facilities; $8 million if Howland Hook is included.

The combined impact of the revenue losses and expense reductions is a net savings of $29 million annually in 2029 from closing the Brooklyn facilities; $33 million if Howland Hook is included. This reduces Port Commerce’s projected deficit from $107 million to $78 million or $74 million in 2029.

A More Advantageous Site for a Brooklyn Port. While the closure of Brooklyn and Red Hook may move some waterborne cargo to other facilities in New Jersey and Staten Island, there is another site in Brooklyn better suited to accommodate maritime traffic: South Brooklyn Marine Terminal. The City owns the site and has had difficulty attracting another major tenant since an auto processor formerly located there closed in 2014. The site is larger than Red Hook and Brooklyn and better connected to the rail network East-of-Hudson. Moreover, based on its location in the harbor, the site may be easier to navigate than channels connecting Lower New York Bay and Newark Bay. Whether or not the City, the Port Authority, or another private developer increases the waterborne cargo moving through this facility, SBMT represents the possibility for future maritime trade to flow through the eastern shore of New York Harbor.

Increasing Revenue Opportunities by Supporting Competitive, Productive Terminals

Port Commerce is limited in the ways it can raise new revenue. Rent rates are set by long-term leases with marine terminal operators and fees collected by Port Commerce are dedicated to specific uses. The first opportunity to revisit existing terminal operator leases is not until the 2029 through 2031 period, when four leases—New York Container Terminal, Maher, APM, and Port Newark Container Terminal—expire. In the meantime, the business line’s fiscal standing is dependent on the port moving ever growing amounts of cargo through its terminals.

Moreover, it is unrealistic to expect the Port Authority to be able to balance the business line's
Based on the port’s expected throughput, a deficit of $107 million would require an additional $10.08 per TEU; a deficit of $78 million—the projected deficit if Brooklyn and Red Hook are closed—would require an additional $7.31 per TEU. Experience suggests terminal operators’ margins are very narrow—worldwide trends emphasizing economies of scale and rate wars between shippers leave operators with little leverage with which to squeeze carriers. However, even in the event the industry’s climate changes by 2029 and terminal operators have surfeit annual income, this does not mean the Port Authority will be able to share in tenant windfalls.

On the other hand, the Port Authority is not entirely a victim of circumstance. PANYNJ can support changes to collective bargaining agreements between members of the national and local shipping associations, which include shipping firms and terminal operators who hire longshoremen, and the labor union and its local chapters that represent longshoremen. Two areas ripe for improvement are:

- Lowering costs driven by staffing arrangements for the crews or “gangs” that work on the ships, cranes, and other equipment used to load and unload cargo, and
- Lowering fees, known as “container royalties,” that are paid by shippers to the workers’ union to fund payments and benefits beyond those funded in their contracts.

Such cooperation does not come easily and will take time to develop. Indeed these two areas were a part of negotiations during the last round of collective bargaining in 2012. At least two rounds of collective bargaining governing both New York-New Jersey and all East Coast and Gulf Coast ports are expected to occur between now and 2029. By supporting these efforts, the Port Authority can seek to lower costs by making labor more productive, thereby improving terminal operators’ profits and creating opportunities for negotiating higher rental incomes.

**More Productive Staffing Arrangements.** Skilled labor to load, unload, and move cargo, as well as maintain and operate port machinery is estimated to be nearly half the cost of moving goods through the port. The wage levels and staffing arrangements for workers in the port are determined by two separate contracts. The first is the master agreement for all union ports on the East Coast and Gulf Coast between the International Longshoremen’s Association (ILA) and the United States Maritime Alliance. This master agreement sets wages, fringe benefit contributions, and container royalty assessments for all union ports. The second contract is a local agreement negotiated between the ILA’s New York and New Jersey local chapters and the New York Shipping Association (NYSA), a group that represents shipping lines and terminal operators, that includes work rules, pay differentials, and recruitment and hiring practices distinct to the region’s facilities.

Maritime labor is organized in gangs, groups of longshoremen hired as a unit. Prior to containerization, gangs assembled individual pieces of cargo for loading and unloading ships, an intensive process requiring dozens of longshoremen to service a ship. With containerization, gangs have come to be the groups of workers who work on a crane and the associated equipment that move containers on and off ships. According to the current master agreement, ILA ports have gangs of 16 members. A full gang must be hired for each container crane servicing a vessel. While some longshoremen are expected to be working full time, other longshoremen divide the work and are not expected to do all work simultaneously. For example, only one crane operator can work a crane, so each of a gang’s three operators actually work only one-third of each shift. Restated, of the 16 member gang, only 10 are working at a given time and 6 are not working; however, the entire gang is paid as if they were working even when they are in relief.

**Rethinking Container Royalties.** When container shipping gained momentum in the 1960s, the ILA faced the prospect of a large number of jobless members. Longshoremen threatened to strike if
containerization led to the elimination of jobs, and since many shipping lines still required traditional labor for legacy breakbulk operations, carriers and operators agreed to negotiate. In exchange for wide-scale deployment of containerization, a quid pro quo payment, the container royalty, was born.

Royalties are assessed based on the weight of each loaded container. These assessments are then pooled across the East Coast and Gulf Coast ports and used for annual cash payments to longshoremen and to underwrite fringe benefit trust funds. The ILA continues to justify the royalties as compensation for the job opportunities lost by the union embracing containerization; however, most longshoremen working today were not yet longshoremen when the first assessment was created in 1960. In the system has been expanded since 1960, and five container royalty funds now exist, four of which currently receive funds from active assessments.

In addition to royalties required in the master agreement, New York-New Jersey facilities are subject to a unique assessment established by the local agreement to fund local fringe benefits. Since 2004 the assessment rates have been lowered several times, but they remain substantial. Most containers—those coming or going to destinations within 260 miles of the port—are subject to a NYSA assessment of $94 per container. Other containers are subject to lower assessments; for example, rail containers have a $10 fee and empty containers have a fee of $40.

**Estimated Savings.** How much might be saved by eliminating these two practices? Any calculation is at best a rough estimate. As these items are subject to collective bargaining, a significant share of savings may be returned to longshoremen through higher wages; however, some simple arithmetic suggests the results may be enough to vastly improve the competitiveness of the port.

First, given that labor is assumed to be about half the cost of terminal operation and that current gang sizes permit 40 percent of the staff to be idle at any given time, a change to eliminate that practice could achieve terminal operations savings near 20 percent.

Second, in 2013 carriers paid an estimated $354 million in container royalties for using New York-New Jersey terminals, $125 million of which was for ILA assessments and $229 million of which was for NYSA assessments. Elimination of the ILA supplemental cash payment assessments and local assessments offers the most savings and the best opportunity to improve the port’s competitiveness worldwide. Eliminating just the local assessment would still yield significant savings and would enhance the competitiveness of the Port Commerce facilities relative to other East Coast ports. The total potential savings from these measures using a 2013 base is $297 million and a lower $229 million if only the NYSA container royalty is eliminated.

**What is the Port Authority’s Role?** As mentioned previously, the Port Authority has no direct role in collective bargaining agreements that set labor practices for the port. Still, this analysis suggests the bi-state agency should strongly support efforts to lower the cost of shipping goods through the port, including supporting management in its negotiations. Doing so would increase the amount of cargo needing to be stevedored by labor, improve margins for terminal operators, and generate throughput revenue for Port Commerce.

When the time comes to revisit terminal leases, the Port Authority ought to inject as much competition into the process as possible. Recruiting other terminal operators from around the world or introducing direct operation at least one facility may result in better outcomes in negotiations. Furthermore, maritime trade has changed significantly over the past 15 years, and the port can expect to see similar magnitudes of change in the future. As the Port Authority renegotiates terminal leases, it should ensure the agency—and by extension toll payers, airport users, and transit riders—is protected from subsidizing the maritime port as the worldwide shipping industry continues to evolve.
CONCLUSION

The title of this paper Righting the Ship should bring to mind the image of a large vessel altering its course slowly. Whether repurposing facilities, restructuring long-term leases, or supporting changes to collective bargaining agreements, the Authority should be thoughtful and deliberate in bringing its maritime trade business line into a sustainable financial position.

However, in order to realize the benefits and savings of these actions, the Port Authority must begin exploring these recommendations now and put into motion plans to remedy recurring deficits. If done in the right way, reducing Port Commerce’s deficit can support the region’s competitiveness by removing some of the financial impediments to shipping to the region. Moreover, as the burden to support Port Commerce is reduced for other business lines, finite capital and operating resources at the Port Authority can be dedicated to further investment in the region’s other transportation infrastructure at a time when the assets’ needs are high and competition for limited resources fierce.
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